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Low-cost, miniaturized automotive wideband radar for standard technology is 
reported. High operation frequency of 22-29 GHz (K-band) and wide 
bandwidth also enables high accuracy and resolution.  
 
 
This thesis highlight challenges and address the solutions of miniaturized K-band UWB 
pulsed radar for automotive applications like collision detection, navigation and similar 
functions. The high-frequency front-end is designed for baseband processing by a standard 
pulsed radar platform like the Novelda single-chip radar (www.novelda.com) and is adapted 
for integration in similar standard technology. 
 
Among the most important challenges are spectral filling of the available K-band spectrum 
to maximize the resolution of radar sensor. New transmitter circuits are designed with 
signal transformers (balun) and pulsed oscillators and measured results show high 
bandwidth pulses with reasonable power and spectral filling.  Another issue seen in our 
circuits as well as in the literature is significant leakage in single ended approach. These 
leakages are mitigated with a novel differential implementation.   
The receiver is designed with proper impedance matching and includes demodulation of the 
received signals suitable for baseband processing.  A special requirement of automotive 
radars is detection of fast-moving targets demanding implementation of a new 
demodulator. Use of absolute value instead of the normal squaring is shown to give 
significant noise improvements. 
To move up even further to millimetre wave signals and wider bandwidth new circuits are 
required. Slow-wave transmission lines for miniaturized, distributed amplifiers are also 
presented.  Measured results show the slowest transmission line reported in the literature. A 
distributed wide-band amplifier is also designed with 10 dB gain over 30 GHz of bandwidth.  
 
Adding these circuits to a baseband pulsed radar, a completely integrated, K-band, pulsed 
UWB radar for automotive applications is feasible.  
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